
 
LNNLRCD Meeting Date: April 07, 2005     Time: 7:00PM 

 
I.          Call to Order and Roll Call – Joe called the meeting to order at 7:05PM.   
 
 Board Member  Joe Olliges  - Acting President 
 Present:  Herb Hill  - Personnel 
     Bill Piper   - Treasurer  
     Jerry Sellers  - Member at Large  
     Dan Dummett  - Member at Large 
      
II. Pledge of Allegiance 
 
III. Approval of Agenda:  Jerry motioned to approve the agenda with Boat Sticker Letter and Rental 

of LCC Tables and Chairs eliminated.  Dan seconded the motion.  Motion approved unanimously 
by roll-call vote. [04-05-01] 

 
IV. Approval of March 3rd Minutes: Bill said that in the February Treasurer’s Report, $100 should 

have been taken out of Miscellaneous Expenses rather than Misc. Income.  Also, a $7.30 interest 
payment needed to be switched from being paid in October 2004 to February 2005.  Herb asked 
where the annual dredge payment is taken out of on the report and Becky said that the principal 
is taken out of the Acquisition and Construction line item and Bill said that the interest on the loan 
is taken out of the Interest line item.  Bill motioned to approve the March 3rd minutes with the 
amendment to the treasurer’s report.  Jerry seconded the motion.  Motion approved unanimously 
by roll-call vote.  [04-05-02] 

 
V. Treasurer’s Report: Bill went over the treasurer’s report.  The only expenses that were out of the 

ordinary for the month was $8,973.51 for the kitchen, $111 for the boat stickers, and $144 for 
office supplies.  Jerry asked how much money they would have to carry over into next year’s 
budget.  Becky said that if they look at page one, which indicated their total money in checking, 
money market, and CD’s, they have about $50,000 left so that is what they will carry over into 
next year, minus whatever they spend in April.  Jerry motioned to approve the treasurer’s report.  
Dan seconded the motion.  Motion approved unanimously by roll-call vote.  [04-05-03] 

 
VI. Board Member Reports 

A. Joe Olliges  
1. Mowing – Employees vs. Contractual:  Joe produced a report which indicated that the RCD 
spends about $14.25 an hour for wages, repairs, gas and oil for mowing when they hire 
employees at $10 an hour, using RCD equipment.  Joe spoke to a contractor, who estimated that 
his cost would be around $45 an hour.  Based on that information, he feels that the RCD should 
continue using employees to mow all of the properties except the campground and the slope on 
the west side of the dam.  The campground has a lot of sharp rocks and debris that is hard on the 
RCD mower and the slope is difficult for the RCD tractor to mow. The total cost for the mowing 
last year was $3,891 with 273.5 hours expended.  Joe motioned to continue using employees to 
mow the RCD properties except for the campground and the dam.  Jerry seconded the motion.  
Motion approved unanimously by roll-call vote. [04-05-04] 
 
B. Bill Piper  
1. LCC Cost Analysis – Bill will get a paper copy of his cost analysis report for the building to put 
in the RCD files and to give to the board members. 
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2. Virginia Surety Workman’s Comp Reimbursement Check – Virginia Surety sent two 
reimbursement checks back to the RCD for $318.71 & $35.36.  The reimbursement was due to 
their employee wage estimate being larger than the actual wages paid out for 2004.   
 
3. Budget Planning & Tax Computation Sheets – The county clerk’s office doesn’t have the tax 
computation sheet prepared yet and won’t have it for about two more weeks.  Bill said that once 
they get the computation sheet then he will sit down and outline a budget for them to start on, 
then they can hold a couple special open meetings before the May meeting to finalize the 
numbers.  If the RCD gets the full 75 cents per $100 of the evaluation (which they have gotten for 
the past few years), then they will get approximately $130,844.  Last fiscal year they received 
$128,443.74. Jerry asked who was expecting the budget and when.  Becky said that they give a 
copy of the budget to the Ogle County Clerks office, usually within 30 days from the time that they 
approve it, which would be before June if they approve it at May’s meeting.  Jerry suggested that 
the board members could each give Bill some figures on what they want budgeted for their areas 
of responsibility and Bill said that he would rather assign amounts first, based on last year’s 
budget, and then the board can adjust the numbers that he presents.  Bill added that he 
welcomes any suggestions that the board members have for dollar amounts of budgeted and 
non-budgeted items.  Joe said that he would go to the county and find out what (if any) the 
deadline is for turning the budget in to the county.  Becky said that the only things that she knows 
for sure that they need by a certain time is the Annual Treasurer’s Report, which they are 
supposed to file with the county within 30 days of its approval and the tax levy, which needs to be 
filed before December 31st in order for them to get their money the next fiscal year.  (Usually, they 
file the treasurer’s report and the budget at the same time).  Bill said that when the board 
members turn in their ideas to him for items to be budgeted for, that they start with last year’s 
budget.   
 
C. Herb Hill     
1. Clean-up Day Tasks – The clean-up day committee met to discuss the clean-up day tasks.  
Herb is going to need two wall and ceiling painters for the kitchen.  Mark Piper is going to patch 
the walls, then, volunteers will clean the walls, and finally they will paint the kitchen.  Herb will 
also need someone to help put up barrier fencing around the LCC.  Bill asked if the new grill was 
installed and Herb said no.  Joe said that they would have to find out where the grills were 
purchased from and buy one for behind the LCC and at the West Beach.  Joe would also like to 
start storing the grills in the basement during the winter so that they last longer.  Ralph said that 
he could get the information on where the grills can be purchased.  Clean-up committee members 
have also been assigned to install the docks and clean up the kiosks, etc.   
 
Tim said that there are several RCD properties that need gravel:  North Beach, Dam, and 
Campground turn-around. The signs on the dam are bent and there needs to be some 
landscaping at the kiosks and the woodpile at the campground, sealer needs to be put on docks, 
posts, and port-a-potty surrounds.  He was wondering how the RCD wanted to handle the 
payment of such things and whether there was a dollar limit.  The Lewis’ are going to donate a 
Bobcat for the day so that they can spread some gravel around.  Jerry suggested that if Tim has 
a spreadsheet of all the tasks that need to be accomplished then he could e-mail the board 
members a copy of the spreadsheet so that they know what is needed.  Each board member can 
spend up to $500 without a board motion, which Tim said that he is sure will be more than 
enough money to cover the expenses.   
 
John Mulholland said that they have paint left over from previous years paint the posts and stain 
for the port-a-potty surrounds.  He discussed acquiring gravel from Ken Oltmanns and Joe said 
that Herb could coordinate that with John.  Many of the ropes that are between the posts at the 
beaches are wearing out.  Jerry would like to see the posts removed from the Old East Beach 
since it is no longer used as a beach.  Tim said that they could use the skid loader that day to pull 
those posts out.  John said that they could use the posts at the playground area to keep cars off 
of the grass there.  Jerry asked John about what they are going to do with the concrete.  Joe said 
that they should put it in the silt basin.  There is one piece of concrete with rebar in it, which John 
offered to grind off.  John said that the volunteers will be starting at 8:00AM this year and the 
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luncheon will be 1:00PM.  Dan asked about a risk warning sign at the dam and Tim said that 
there is one there.   

    
2. LCC Building and Grounds Improvements -   

a. Barrier Fence and Posts Around the Building – Herb selected the 7’ t-bar posts at 
a cost of $3.69 each (the cheapest ones of that quality)– the reason he chose those 
particular posts was because he has a farmer that will buy them from the RCD when they 
are through with them.  Mark Piper donated some of the fencing for it and they will be 
acquiring the rest of it.  Superior will be re-grading and seeding the land around the 
building then Herb will protect it with the fencing.   

  
b. Lighting of the Parking Lot – Herb will present a plan for the lighting and the 
sidewalks around the building 
 
c. Locks on the Kitchen Cabinets – The locksmith should be able to do the locks 
sometime next week.   
 
d.  Carpet Cleaning – Herb will get estimates on cleaning the carpets in the building; Joe 
said that if Herb calls around to some carpet cleaning businesses and finds an adequate 
quote, then he can proceed with getting that done.   

 
Joe suggested that Herb contact the homeowners that live near the LCC that may be affected by 
possible light pollution from lights put in the parking lot.  Herb said that he would ensure that any 
lights that were purchased would shine directly down rather than outward to keep the lights from 
bothering neighboring houses.  Jerry said that Herb should bring a schematic to the rest of the 
board before he gets prices and bids so that they can see what he has planned and can discuss 
it.  Joe asked Herb to get a drawing of how he would like to see the lighting, sidewalk, and 
parking lot improvement laid out.   

 
D. Dan Dummett   
1. Dam Inspection Estimate – Dan said that the state requires that a certified engineer inspect 
the dam every five years.  Hanson Engineering out of Rockford did the last inspection back in 
2000 for almost $3,000.  Becky contacted them and they gave an unofficial quote of $2,000-3,000 
for the inspection.  Dan met with Wendler Engineering, a local outfit that has done a lot of dam 
inspections over the years, (Lake Carroll (a class 1 dam) for example).  They gave an estimate of 
between $1,200 -1,600.  The RCD’s dam is a class 3 dam, which is less critical than a class 1 or 
class 2 dam.  Dan recommends that they use Wendler Engineering to do the inspection.  Herb 
asked if the inspection includes an underwater inspection of the foundation of the dam.  Dan said 
no the checklist required by the DNR doesn’t include an underwater requirement.  Joe would like 
to find out if the dam could handle the weight of having a garbage truck go across it once a week 
and asked if the engineer can determine payload on the dam.  Dan said that he had discussed 
that when he met with the firm and they said that the dam was originally built to take the same 
type of travel that the roads out here were built to handle; he’ll ask them if there is an extra fee 
involved to find an official limit, then they could have the limit posted.  Joe motioned to spend up 
to $2,000 for Wendler to do the class 3 inspection of the dam for 2005.  Bill seconded the motion.  
Motion approved unanimously by roll-call vote.  [04-05-05] 
 
2.  Pipes for Dam – Dan took the dam pipes that were stored at in the utility building to his work 
and had his engineering department measure them to figure out if they had valid dimensions.  All 
the pipes are good; the reason there is a discrepancy between the sizes of the pipes is because 
the specifications require the pipes to be machined down to a certain diameter and then 
galvanized and while the galvanization process adds .008 to .016  (8 to 16 thousandths of an 
inch), making the pipe appear oversized, it doesn’t change the breakaway strength at all.  They 
will be putting the pipes in the basement as soon as they can; for now they are stored in one of 
the warehouses at Dan’s work.  They didn’t charge the RCD to measure the pipes, which the 
board thanked Dan for.   
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E.  Jerry Sellers 
1. LMC News 

a.  Cost of Designing a Silt Basin on Flagg Road - Jerry spoke to Wendler about the costs 
of designing a silt basin if they were able to acquire more property over on Flagg Road from 
the Nature Conservancy (the new owners).  Jerry said that although it was pretty difficult for 
Wendler to give him an estimate since Jerry said that he is not sure whether they can acquire 
10 vs. 20 acres, they figured the cost to be about $10,000 for the design.  Frank Durkin and 
Jerry met with Bill Klyman, the project director of the Nature Conservancy, and found a 
significant overlapping of their objectives and the RCD’s objectives.  Frank attended because 
he will now report to the RCD as chairman of the Lake Management Committee (LMC).  They 
shared with Klyman the survey that had been done several years back by Applied Ecological 
Service.  As part of the agreement of the sale of the McMillan property to the Nature 
Conservancy, there will continue to be cattle grazing there for the next four years, however, 
they have discussed placing fencing along one side of the creek to keep the cattle off to one 
side.   

 
b.  Removal of Silt Piles at Flagg Road Silt Basin – Jerry spoke to Nordman to find out the 
cost of removing the piles of silt there and hasn’t heard back from him on the cost of that yet.   
 
c.  Silt Basin on Babbling Brook – Jerry has started dialogue with Orland’s about putting up 
a silt basin up on Babbling Brook.  They walked the creek a couple months ago and located 
the old silt basin.  Jerry spoke to the farmer that leases that land from Orland and he said it 
had been 15 years since we had dredged the silt basin and he wondered when we were 
going to do it again.   

 
2.  Creel Limits and Stocking program recommendation by Fishing Club – There are only 
two changes to the 2004 Creel Limits that the fishing club recommends:  Crappie from 10” in size 
to 9” in size and from a limit of 10 to a limit of 15 and Bluegill from a limit of 20 to No Limit.  
Motion approved unanimously.  Because of the stunted growth of the bluegill, the fishing club 
asked its members not to put caught bluegill back in the lake, rather, take them home to use for 
fertilizer or something.  Jerry motioned to adopt the creel limits proposed by the fishing club.  Joe 
seconded the motion.  Motion approved unanimously by roll-call vote. [04-05-06]  
 
Jerry spoke to Tony Pate about carp fishing the lake this year and the cost may go up from $500 
to $600 per day.  It usually only takes one day.  Tony said that the best time to do it is April, 
however, other people in the community have said perhaps May or June.  Tim Spelde said that it 
should be done before they start to spawn, and Jerry agreed, stating that April would be better – if 
they have him come in May, they may affect other fish species’ spawning.  Jerry motioned to 
spend up to $600 to have Tony Pate come out and commercially fish the carp.  Bill seconded the 
motion.  Motion approved unanimously by roll-call vote. [04-05-07] 
 
Based on the shocking report done by the DNR last year, the fishing club recommended that the 
RCD stock 88 pure muskie, 500 smallmouth bass, and 1000 walleye.  Jerry asked Tim what fish 
the fishing club would most like to see stocked out of the ones that they recommended, in case 
they don’t have enough in the budget to buy all of them.  Tim said that they’d want to stock the 
muskie first, if they are available, then the walleye, and finally, the smallmouth bass.  Tim asked 
about the hybrid striped bass and Jerry said that he wanted to wait and see how they grow to 
decide on stocking them next year, (feedback from the fishing club when they catch them would 
be good) because they have to be careful not to get too many of them.   

  
VIII. Employee Reports 
 
IX. Old Business 

A.  Tim Spelde Request for Dock by Dam – Last year Herb proposed to the RCD a plan for 
them to put in a permanent dock at the dam at a cost under $2,000.  Tim said that the fishing club 
would endorse a proposal of putting one in down there.  He sees a lot of people fishing down 
there and feels that it would get a lot of use and be a safer alternative for them.  Jerry asked if the 
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fishing club would be willing to supply the manpower to build the dock or share in some of the 
costs and Tim said that at this point it is more of an endorsement by the fishing club, however, he 
could see if they can get some of the guys from the fishing club together to help provide the labor.  
Jerry said that a dock would help people who are putting their boats in the water there to avoid 
dragging them over the rocks that was put in as riprap along the shoreline.  Jerry suggested that 
Tim put together a proposal to present to the board so that they may review it and make a 
decision. Herb said that he has a copy of the proposal that he presented last year if Tim would 
like to take a look at it.   

 
B.  Contract w/ Ken Oltmanns – There has been no contract presented by Ken Oltmanns yet so 
that won’t be discussed. 
 
C. Functional Areas of Responsibility of RCD Board Members  - Joe put together a proposal 
which outlines the areas of responsibility for each of the board members to use as a guideline 
that can be adjusted as board members come and go.  The other board members supported 
Joe’s proposal.  Next month they will be voting for what positions each member will take on.  The 
four positions that must be assigned are as follows: President, Vice-President, Secretary, and 
Treasurer, with the fifth position being assigned as Member at Large.   

 
D. Request for Hunting on RCD Property – Last month a property owner requested 
permission to hunt the 52 acres where the campground is located (which is more like only 30 
acres because some of it is under water).  Joe called Rick from Grant Bullis (the RCD’s insurance 
company) and asked if they would be covered under their current umbrella if they allowed hunting 
and Rick said no, they would have to add a rider to the policy at a cost of $5,000.  Due to these 
findings, Joe said that they are going to have to revoke the permission that they granted Chad 
Brinkman to hunt at the Silt Basin last year.  Tim asked if the hunters could sign a waiver policy 
so that the RCD would not be held liable and Bill said that you cannot contract away that kind of 
liability.  Dan asked for a copy of the insurance company’s statement for the files and Joe said 
that he’ll get a copy of the e-mail that Rick sent him.  Dan said that one of the reasons he had for 
supporting the hunting was the control of the deer population and he asked if the RCD has a 
responsibility to control the deer, and if so, how would they?  Joe said that the RCD doesn’t have 
an obligation to control the deer. He added that the property that is affected by the deer is 
governed by the two POA’s.  As for another way that he can think of to control the deer would be 
to bring in sharpshooters to eliminate them, which would be regulated by the IDNR. seconded the 
motion.  Joe felt that if an accident were to happen involving a hunter shooting a person, even if 
that person were not given a permit to hunt, if the RCD allowed hunting on their property, he is 
sure that the victim’s family would come after who they see as having the bigger pockets (the 
RCD).  If the RCD were sued and not covered under insurance, they would have to pay the legal 
fees out of their own pockets.  Joe motioned to disallow hunting on all properties for this year.  
Jerry seconded the motion.  Motion approved unanimously by roll-call vote.  [04-05-08] 

 
E.  Golf Cart Removal - Mark Piper will be removing Kaminski’s golf cart will be removed next 
weekend.   
 
F.  Tennis court improvement – Dan has made some initial contacts regarding the resurfacing 
of the tennis courts, however, he has no information at this time.  The surface is deteriorating and 
in need of repair.  Tabled till further notice.   
 
G.  LMC Update – Frank Durkin said that he is looking forward to being the new chairperson of 
the LMC. 

  
X.  New Business 

A.  Dennis Cantrell – Shoreline Improvement – Joe said that that will be looked at by the 
board, Dennis would like to purchase the waterfront lot that is next to the Lake Court Center and 
wants to know before he buys it whether the RCD would have a problem granting a shoreline 
improvement. 
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B.  Donation of Microwave to LCC from Vivian Schings – Vivian very graciously purchased a 
$129 microwave and donated it to the RCD for the Lake Court Center kitchen.  Becky sent Vivian 
a thank you note and Joe suggested that anyone in the community who sees Vivian might extend 
their thanks to her for her donation.   

 
C.  Boards For Dam – The RCD only has three replacement boards available and so will need 
more.  Dan will take care of getting another set and store it in the basement 

   
XI. Guests/Public Opinion 

(Limit 10 minutes per guest/group.  Please hold all comments until this time).  
 

A.  Tom Clarey – He spotted beaver activity by his property with about 15 to 20 trees affected.  Jerry will 
take a look at it.  Dranter sighted a beaver as well. 
 
B.  Joe Stencil – Joe Stencil asked if there is any RCD property that could be used as a community garden 
and the board didn’t know of any off hand but they can let him know.  Bill suggested that Joe look into the 
property that Bob Torsberg uses as a garden plot, which has 10’ fencing all around it.   

 
XII.  Executive Session Dates:  The board will be having executive sessions on the topic of 

Acquisition of the utility and some other land on April 12th, April 25th, and May 5th  (after the May 
5th board meeting).  They are still doing their due diligence in this area and when the time comes 
they will make it public to the community what their decision is.   

 
XIII. Adjourn: Bill motioned to adjourn the open meeting to go into executive session for Acquisition at 

9:26PM.  Jerry seconded the motion.  Motion approved unanimously by roll-call vote.  [04-05-09] 
 
Next Scheduled Date: May 5, 2005 
 
April 7, 2005 Motion List 
 
1.  Jerry motioned to approve the agenda with Boat Sticker Letter and Rental of LCC Tables and Chairs eliminated.  
Dan seconded the motion.  Motion approved unanimously by roll-call vote. [04-05-01] 
 
2.  Bill motioned to approve the March 3rd minutes with the amendment to the treasurer’s report.  Jerry  
seconded the motion.  Motion approved unanimously by roll-call vote.  [04-05-02]  
 
3.  Jerry motioned to approve the treasurer’s report.  Dan seconded the motion.  Motion approved 
unanimously by roll-call vote.  [04-05-03] 
 
4.  Joe motioned to continue using employees to mow the RCD properties except for the campground and the dam.  
Jerry seconded the motion.  Motion approved unanimously by roll-call vote. [04-05-04] 
 
5.  Joe motioned to spend up to $2,000 for Wendler to do the class 3 inspection of the dam for 2005.  Bill 
seconded the motion.  Motion approved unanimously by roll-call vote.  [04-05-05] 
 
6.  Jerry motioned to adopt the creel limits proposed by the fishing club.  Joe seconded the motion.  Motion approved 
unanimously by roll-call vote. [04-05-06] 
 
7.  Jerry motioned to spend up to $600 to have Tony Pate come out and commercially fish the carp.  Bill seconded 
the motion.  Motion approved unanimously by roll-call vote. [04-05-07] 
 
8.  Joe motioned to disallow hunting on all properties for this year.  Jerry seconded the motion.  Motion approved 
unanimously by roll-call vote.  [04-05-08] 
 
9.  Bill motioned to adjourn the open meeting to go into executive session for Acquisition at 9:26PM.  Jerry seconded 
the motion.  Motion approved unanimously by roll-call vote.  [04-05-09] 
  


